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Motivation
▶ Parallel

architectures

▶

Utilise hardware resources well

▶

Correct parallel programs difficult to write

▶ Common
▶

issues

Communication mismatch

Example: Communication Protocol in Pabble

Session C programming framework
We introduce a programming framework [3] following
closely the workflow of MPST:
1. Design global communication interaction
2. Project into local protocol for endpoints

(i.e. send without matching receive or vice versa)

3. Implement using local protocol as specification

▶

Lead to communication deadlocks

4. Type check program against endpoint protocol

▶

Difficult to debug and detect

▶ State

Model checking or symbolic execution [1]

▶

Suffers from state explosion

▶

Completeness: relies on heuristics to reduce state space

Local protocol

Our approach: Session Types
▶ Multiparty

Local protocol

Endpoint

Endpoint

Endpoint

C program

C program

C program

Session Types [2] (MPST)

▶

Formal typing system for communication

▶

Exploits duality between communication

▶

Guarantees communication safety and deadlock freedom

▶ Seq.

Local protocol

of communication abstracted as sessions

Global types describe global interactions between participants

▶ Uses

▶
▶

type checking

Overcomes shortcomings of model checking techniques
Fully guarantees communication safety in all execution path

▶ If

type checking succeeds
i.e. Endpoint program follows local protocol, then

1. Communication between the programs are compatible
2. There are no communication deadlocks

while (i++<10) {
if (rank < 3) MPI_Isend(rank+1); //This reordering valid
if (rank == 3) MPI_Isend(0); // by 'subtyping relation'
if (rank > 0) MPI_Recv(rank-1);
if (rank == 0) MPI_Recv(3);
}
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local protocol Ring at Worker (role Worker[0..4]) {
rec LOOP {
if Worker[i:1..3] Data(int) from Worker[i-1];
if Worker[i:0..2] Data(int) to Worker[i+1];
if Worker[0]
Data(int) from Worker[3];
if Worker[3]
Data(int) to Worker[0];
continue LOOP; }}

MPST-based protocol desc. language Pabble

Endpoint types are localised types at endpoints
▶ Static

global protocol Ring (role Worker[0..3]) {
rec LOOP {
Data(int) from Worker[i:0..2] to Worker[i+1];
Data(int) from Worker[3] to Worker[0];
continue LOOP; }}

Example: Endpoint MPI Source code to type check

interleaved with global control flow of program
Projection converts Global types to Endpoint types

Worker[1] Worker[2] Worker[3]

Convert to local protocol by Projection

.
Global protocol

of the art techniques

▶

.
Worker[0]
t0
t1

Key Challenges
▶ Extract

protocols from common MPI coding patterns

accurately
▶ Extending
▶ Inferring

session typing system for practical use cases

global protocol from extracted protocols
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